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Artist’s Comments. 
Discussion of Installations 

Forest lines creak with growth in timeless struggle for light, for life. 

Age is the tree's apotheosis, its fulfilment in magnificent disarray: in patterns 

marred, in directions reformed, in forms richly unbalanced. In nature, the rules 

are in flux, laws have random interpretations. There is fascination in the 

persistent uniqueness of each design, an overwhelming beauty in surprise. 

This is a statement I wrote as an answer to what it is that keeps me so 

totally absorbed by the medium of wood. This work with wood was started in 

1987 at a Central Virginia wood mill where I was able to experiment freely 

with this new material and it was there that I began to sculpt tree trunks in 

the shape of the “vertical wedge”. I featured this form exclusively in my 

installation Apotheosis, A Reconstructed Forest. 

The forming of the vertical wedge is not a mere cutting off of two 

planes at a right angle to each other, reversing the trunk, and blocking out 

the interior to leave a void. During my work process I am cognizant that each 

tree is unique. Each tree has its own environment, its own set of conditions 

for growth and survival (light, nutrition, space, accident), which my carving 

process respects and highlights. 

My creative input is at its height at the choice of the log. At that time, 

I can read into the form some obvious generic characteristics. My experience 

also allows me to “see" hidden shapes, designs, movements. Before cutting 

into the wood, I study carefully the twist of grain, bend in trunk, massive 

branches. I make note about the way to treat hollows, broken limbs, rotten 

areas, insect invasions, cracks, overgrowths, or human evidence, such as 

nails or barbed wire. I leave some of these vestiges as witness to the tree’s 

history and survival and as a visible mark of identification. As I work, I am 

absorbed in process, watching the patterns change, watching for new and 

different interpretations, allowing the unanticipated to occur, and sensitive to 

the moment when my invasion of the wood should come to a stop so that 

I do not “kill” the material. 

Vertical Space, 1995, red oak, height 11', variable distancing, installed in 1996 
in Muzeum Zamek, Bielsko Biata, Poland, Photo Muzeum 
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Apotheosis, a Reconstructed Forest 

In the composition of Apotheosis I have emphasized the vertical thrust of the 

46 trunks, thus giving them a unity of movement. This thrust upward gains 

a special meaning in the Corcoran Gallery's Hemicycle Room, with its sky¬ 

light that allows light to pour in from above, giving the installation the light of 

a forest environment. Within the layout of the “forest” there are paths, or 

invitations for the viewer to walk through the sculpture to observe 

movements, surfaces, relationships of mass, directions of planes. In walking 

through the installation, it is just as important to look ahead as it is to look 

down and up to realize the diagonal pulls and movement of my forms. 

During my two years preparation, I was driven to reach the optimal 

number of trunks for the Hemicycle space not so much by my desire to 

finish the project, but by the intriguing challenge of the material. I am often 

asked: “Which wood do you like best?”. It is a hard question to answer, 

because each trunk presents a new discovery and enrichment. 

Vortex 

“The image is not an idea. It is radiant node or cluster; 

it is a VORTEX, from which ideas are constantly rushing.” 

(Ezra Pound, 81,92. Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics, 1993) 

In my installation in the Rotunda at the Corcoran Gallery I have used 

a completely different approach from the vertical wedge, one that also 

emerged from my experimentations in 1997: the “vertical cross cut”. Multiple 

upper limbs of a trunk are carved to reach an extending and broad diameter 

of surface. To achieve this it is essential to find a tree that splays widely as it 

grows upward, a rare occasion in the forest; and a search for one can take 

years. Evident in this form is the design that crossgrains make in the 

remarkable engineering feat the tree uses to keep itself intact even as it 

stretches its “arms” out to great lengths in its quest for light. 

In actuality, these crossgrains strengthen the stresspoints of the tree. 

For me, they are the basis for the rich surface that I develop on the trunk’s 

diameter. In this process, I cross cut the surface with saw, then chop with an 

axe, or alternatively, chip or gouge with a chisel to the level of the crosscut, 

resulting in a changing pattern. 

Transcendant Oaks, 1997, red oak, height 12 1/2’, installed in Socrates Art Park, 
Long Island City, New York. Photo Artist 
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The large textured swaths of oak used in Vortex enter into an easy dia¬ 

log with the round plan of the site, the Rotunda. The forms orbit the space 

echoing the curve of the walls. Paradoxically, the central placement of the 

given marble statue of Venus would make it a “non-object”, as the epicenter 

of a vortex is nothingness. The heaving wood sculptures, stylistically as well 

as conceptually, would gain a stronger reality. However, at the time of this 

writing, the composition is not resolved and awaits for on-site installation. 

In Apotheosis and Vortex I have sought a balance between the 

material and my “human input”. Each trunk carved retains a significant area 

of original surface and contour of the tree, thereby making the shape read as 

a tree symbol, while also keeping the work firmly grounded in nature. At the 

same time, I honor the large thrusts of growth as the trees seek light. These 

thrusts are metaphors of the lifeforce of the forest. 

Material Based Sculpture 

While in Washington a few years ago, Howard Fox, curator of the Los 

Angeles County Museum, and author of “A Primal Spirit, Ten Contemporary 

Japanese Sculptors”, remarked “Your sculpture is so Eastern”. The argument 

he structured to describe these sculptors as Eastern applies to my work, my 

attitudes, my feelings. 

The ideas and attitudes of contemporary Japanese sculptors described 

by Fox are interchangeable with my own. The Eastern “Art is engagement in 

the forces of nature” is the same as my “art is a relevation of life force". The 

Japanese premise that “there is an inner being in inanimate objects" relates 

to my notion that “spiritual content is found within the wood”. “Not killing the 

material” resonates my concern in going too far in human input. The Eastern 

artist states “uncontrollable factors (my wording: mistakes, or surprises in the 

material) lead to new challenges and creative resolution", or “process is the 

record of the discovery of the inner spirit of the material”, etc. 

I would therefore suggest that the “primal spirit” so precisely defined 

by Howard Fox as an Eastern phenomenon, is more broadly relevant for work 

by many contemporary artists. Their work is a reaction to the increasingly 

artificial environment that humanity is creating for itself. More than just an 

escape to nature, their work is a reenactment of the time when our 

ancestors confronted simple, earthy materials and held a pantheistic vision 

where natural forms and materials had spiritual existance. 
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New Tool: New Approach 

While this attitude may go back to prehistory, in the modern era, Brancusi 

has given this attitude new emphasis in his great reverence and understand¬ 

ing of materials. A more contemporary “precursor" in the medium of wood is 

David Nash. His remarkable creations came a little before the rush of the 

chainsaw generation to which I belong. This brings me more specifically to 

the subject of the chain saw and contemporary wood sculpture. There is no 

doubt that with new tools come new concepts, new vocabulary, new facility - 

and the chain saw, as pedestrian and crude as it may be, has had a signifi¬ 

cant impact. It would not be far from the truth to say that many of the new 

forms in contemporary wood sculpture would not exist without the tool. 

It is when I began to use the chain saw not just to block out my work 

for further completion, but rather to let the process of the tool show, that 

I discovered an entirely new approach and vocabulary for myself. The saw 

marks became part of my surface rendering. Rough cutting and blocking out 

became ends in themselves. Cross cuts sometimes remained as part of the 

sculptural texture, having a two-fold effect of defining the angle of the plane, 

and of creating a contrapuntal rhythm along the form. Futhermore, without 

the chain saw, I would not have cut the large vertical wedges which I form 

freehand with the saw following the lines of growth downgrain. 

These wedges became the basis for my In Flight series, as they did for 

the installation Apotheosis. Digging deep into the wood to block out internal 

spaces, such as seen in Charred Arch, can only be done with a chain saw 

whose cutting bar can reach into the wood. The tool made me break away from 

some of my preconceptions about wood sculpture: that it had to be “finished”. 

Indeed, the chain saw liberated me to see form in a more ephemeral and 

changing way. I also began to use my chisels in unconventional ways, for 

example for gouging wood to bring out rough natural grain. 

For a material-based sculptor the crucial act is finding the wood, find¬ 

ing what Nature has fashionned into the material. The role of the sculptor is 

to reveal the individuality, the character, the life - force of the wood. If there is 

a torque in the wood, I use it. If the trunk has a noble demeanor, I honor it. If 

the trunk looks like a saint, I make a saint. The individuality and spiritual life of 

the tree is revealed in the twists, breaks, healing processes, growth lines, 

movements and directions. Instead of suppressing these aspects, I celebrate 

them as records of the tree, its growth, its struggle to survive, its truth. 
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Work site photo of Vortex detail, 1997, red oak. Photo Zbigniew Brzezinski 



Biography: Last Decade 

1999 - Installation of Musical Chairs at Lowe Art Museum, Cora! Gables, 
Florida 

1998- Fujiya Company Sculpture Park, curator: Machiko, 5 pieces, Japan 
- Work project, Muzeum Zamek, Bielsko-Biata, Poland 
- Work project, National Museum, Bratislava, Slovakia 

1997 - Board Member, Washington Sculptors Group 
- July installation at Stone Quarry Hill Sculpture Park, Casanovia, N. Y 
- Installation of Transcendant Oaks at Socrates Art Park, Long Island 

City, New York. 
- Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C., installation in “Hemicycle” 

and “Rotunda” 
- Participant: “Grounds for Sculpture”, Hamilton, N.J. 

1996- Participant “Artsites”, Washington, D.C., featuring Blue Diagonals 
and Box Elder Cascade 

- October participation at Sculpture Space, Utica, New York, 
completed 2 sculptures and participated in auction fundraising 
Washington Sculptors Group board member 
Participant: “Grounds for Sculpture”, Hamilton, N.J. 

1995- Participant in “Construction in Process" (working art symposium), 
Israel 

- Bronze Daphne installed in “Grounds for Sculpture”, Hamilton, N.J.; 
Daphne included in summer show 

- Leaning Chair II chosen for “20 Chairs”, Washington Project for the 
Arts fundraiser, new owner Susan Butler 

- Installation of 3 monumental sculptures at the Kuoros Sculpture 
Garden in Kent, Ct. 

- Participant: “Grounds for Sculpture”, Hamilton, N.J. 

1994 - Lowe Art Museum, University of Miami, FLA, participant in “Beyond 
Nature, Wood into Art”, brochure with essay by Josephine Gear 

- Commission for John Bryan of Chicago, site specific installation 
Blue Arch 

- September, participant in “Construction in Process" of Artists' 
Museum, Cardiff, Wales 

- November, Chicago one-man show, curated by Christopher 
Kamyszew - catalog with comments by Josephine Gear 

- November, participant: “Grounds for Sculpture”, Hamilton, N.J. 
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1993- Chicago International Art Exposition-5 pieces, Chicago, IL 
Lintel installed at “Grounds for Sculpture”, Hamilton, N.J. 

- Summer Show Review. “Changes at Sculpture Park" by Vivien 
Raynor, The New York Times, August 22, 1993 

- Participant: “Construction in Process" (working art symposium) in 
Lodz, Poland; 3 sculptures completed, including one placed in the 
permanent sculpture garden, Grohman Palace 

1992- Furniture catalog published, individual pieces shown at Nancy 
Drysdale Gallery showcase, Washington, D.C. 

- Wroclaw Museum, one-man show, Wroclaw, Poland, catalog 
- ZPAP Mazowiecka Gallery, one-man show, Warsaw, Poland, curator 

Anda Rotten berg, catalog 

1991 - Phillipe Staib Gallery one-man show, Soho, NYC., catalog 
- Fiber Museum installation, Lodz, Poland 
- Artists’ Museum, one-man show, Lodz, Poland, catalog 

1990 - “Uncommon Ground" show at Virginia Museum of Fine Art, 
competitive participant, Richmond, VA., catalog 

1989 - Columbia Square Monumental Sculpture Show, participant, 
Washington, D.C. 

- Organized Spring Hill Site Project III, showed Arch in Flight 

1988- Montpelier, MD, installation Three Figures 
- Osuna Gallery one-man show, Washington, D.C. 
- Maryland Art Place participant: “Landscape, Three Perspectives”, 

Baltimore, MD 
- McLean Project for the Arts one-man show, McLean, VA 
- Washington Square International Show, participant, Washington, D.C. 

1987- Virginia Museum of Fine Art Professional Award. 
- Nominated byA.A.V.A. 
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Box Elder Deconstruction, 1996, box elder, height 5’, variable distancing, 
Photo Artist 
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